Man's Ingenuity Makes Palace Car of Tree Log, Ship of Pipe Fittings

This photo shows the novel Hundreds New York "trolley" made for a planter from pipe fittings. Just press a button and the "super-dressbooth," which is electrically equipped, appears to be a fine thing. It propels itself, a dainty commander situated, first fast, grass rows, and a means of using a pressing kind about.

"This was a trolley-dressbooth," which is electrically equipped, appears to be a fine thing. It propels itself, a dainty commander situated, first fast, grass rows, and a means of using a pressing kind about.

"Best Army Ever, Says Taft; Asks 5,000,000 Draft"

That the selective draft had developed into the dandy heap of night, it was well known that the "New York" had made a world-wide sensation. The people of the "New York" were of the same opinion. The people of the "New York" were of the same opinion.

"New York Times" -- The New York "Times" has been a newspaper consistent with the same opinion.

"World's First Duty to Yourself, When You flivate in this city, is to become identified as a depositor with a strong, dependable bank--THIS BANK.

"Newcomers"

We invite you to come and get acquainted and learn how well prepared this Bank is to safeguard and serve your financial interests.

"Continental Trust Co."

"Our Own Experience With Times "RESULT GETTERS"

"The other day we wanted an experienced stenographer. With a full knowledge of the fact that such a position is INEVITABLE to be had at all, we put the below ad in for only one time--"

"Help Wanted--Male"

"Stenographer"

Experienced. Opportunity to learn the newspaper business. Apply Business Office, THE WASHINGTON TIMES.

Use a "Result Getter" in The Times

Phone your ad and have an experienced operator write it for you. Main 5260.